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Spontaneous emission is one ofthe key facton that detcnnine the noise pmperties of photonlc 
devices and thc: pump power threshold of lasers. The spontaneous emission m dlelecuic 
micmsmuctures (micro-eavities, photonic cryslals, optical waveguides. etc.) can to some 
extend be conuolled and e n C d  due to the dependence of the emission rate on the 
location and plumtion of the emitters io the smcm [IJ]. This paper addresses the 
methadr of quantum elechodynamics ofdielectnc media which enable calculation of the local 
rate of spontaneous mission in active micrormu.tuTes. 
For pauive structums the spontaneous emission may be dcnved by expanding the radiation 
field in powerdcthogonal modes normalized to one quantum of energy, and usinz die Femi 
Golden Rule. This approach was used in Ill for calculating the position dcpendence of 
spmtaneous emission in passive photonic crystals. However, for active materials the mode 
concept is problematic, and i t  is more convenient to express observable quantities in terms of 
the field operators and generating currents. The total rate of spontaneous emission IS given by 
r =%h(j(F(i'). c(F',?'). d'?'d'?') (1) 
where ?(F) i s  the generating current, and d(?',?? is the clsssieal tmnwem Grccn'r tensor 
that determines the electric field in terms ofthe transverse mait. Far materials wlth gam the 
tensot on be derived from the solutions to the homogeneous wave equation and the adpint 
wave equstion. 
As an exmple wc show in Figure I ,  in polar Wrdinates, the disuibution of spontaneous 
emission going into radiation modes from an active optical fiber. Thc dintributions are shown 
for the emitter in the w t e r  of the fiber core and at the edge of the fiber core, respectively. 
The optical f i k r  has the core refractive index 1.45, cladding refractive index 1.43, core radius 
2 p. The emission wavelength is 1508 m. The emission rate r, is for dipoles with 
Nimtation along the fiber axis. r, is the sum of emission r a m  for dipoles with orientation 
papeodicukr to the fiber axis, and r, is the sum of these two emission rates. 
The presentation will include an analysis of the effects of gain on the radiation pattern and the 
ratio ofradiation into the guided mod+) for active optical fibers. 
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